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Daily Walk with Wise Men
Preach Truth to Your Heart In the rush of each day, it's easy
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to become lost in the struggles and distractions of the world.
But God longs for you to experience the depth of His love,
and every moment is a chance to remind yourself of His truth.
This beautiful book from artist and writer Ruth Chou Simons
offers 58 specially selected scriptures, each accompanied by
hand-painted artwork and a short, heartfelt truth to direct your
thoughts to your Savior. You will find reminders of God's
character and presence in each entry, encouraging you to
trust in His Word. Experience beauty and nourishment from
God's handiwork as each day becomes a reminder of our
creator's unending grace and love.

The Oxford Handbook of Wisdom and the Bible
A Select Library of Nicene and Post-Nicene
Fathers of the Christian Church
A strong argument for a 'feminine' approach to religious
discovery: to struggle in the ambiguous gap between the
wisdom of the psyche and the wisdom of Scripture, between
our interior experience of God and the exterior reality of God.
The Wisdom of the Psyche encourages clergy to help
parishioners bring forth their unconscious feelings and
images to join their conscious thoughts. In this way, the
church allows its members the space to present themselves
fully to God and to be fully present to the human need around
them.

She Speaks
Eric V. Copage's Black Pearls is an extraordinary book of
inspirational thoughts and practical advice for AfricanPage 2/17
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Americans. The 365 quotes that begin each day's entry range
from African proverbs to wisdom from Oprah Winfrey,
Malcolm X, Terry McMillan, Bill Cosby, Rosa Parks, Spike
Lee, Marian Wright Edelman, Alice Walker, and Martin Luther
King, Jr., among hundreds of other diverse and accomplished
people of African descent. And each day's entry covers a new
topic: Love, Anger, Pride, Dieting, Stress, Stereotypes,
Power, and Success are just a few! From the daily
inspirations, author Eric V. Copage suggests meditations and
specific actions that will help readers boost their spirits -- and
achieve their dreams.

She Speaks
All new meditations capture the essence of sisterhood!

Ijamama Speaks: Wisdom of a Black Sistah from
the Urban Hood
The series Beihefte zur Zeitschrift für die alttestamentliche
Wissenschaft (BZAW) covers all areas of research into the
Old Testament, focusing on the Hebrew Bible, its early and
later forms in Ancient Judaism, as well as its branching into
many neighboring cultures of the Ancient Near East and the
Greco-Roman world.

Our Love Is Here to Stay
Sister to Sister
The Marvellous Wisdom
and Quaint Conceits of
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Thomas Fuller, D. D.
Jesus and Paul
A year-long collection of daily devotionals offers biblical
wisdom that can be applied to modern life to reinforce one's
relationship with God and provide a new understanding of
what it is to live a moral life.

The Annotated Bible
Wisdom is a Woman
Select Notes
Devotional readings for African American women include
selections from the "Sisters in Faith Devotional Bible" and
other scripture readings divided into eight topics, including
abiding in God's love, praying for one another, and
developing strength for the journey.

To Speak for the Trees
Wit and Wisdom; Jokes, Conundrums,
Sentiments, and Aphorisms
Wisdom is a woman. That is not just my opinion or some new
academic theory. Wisdom is a woman because the Bible tells
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us so. It tells us that wisdom is more than just a benefit or a
characteristic. In the Bible, wisdom is sometimes a person.
When so personified, wisdom is always a woman. Sometimes
she is Lady Wisdom. Sometimes she is Madame Insight.
Most often she goes incognito; yet the shadow she casts is
always a female form. Perhaps it is this very tendency to
eschew the spotlight that has allowed us to overlook her for
so long. It has not helped that pastors, theologians, and Bible
scholars have historically been men. And much of Scripture
chronicles God’s interaction with men, not women. But what
if this centuries-long focus of and on men has had a subtle
influence on Christian orthodoxy? What if some passages in
Scripture remain unexplored, as undisturbed as the thick
layer of dust that covers the top of every refrigerator in
America? Wisdom Is a Woman examines just such dustladen biblical passages. This is a journey of discovery that
helps us look at things we thought we knew with fresh eyes.
Luckily for us, we do not take this journey into dusty
cupboards and overgrown gardens alone. Our guide
throughout is Lady Wisdom, a formidable dame who knows
every stone, tree root, and hidden pitfall along the way. She
will take us back to the very beginnings of our world. We will
focus for a time on Biblical women, from Eve to Priscilla. We
will examine women in a general sense, looking for clues in
our study of wisdom. We will visit the Proverbs 31 woman and
tour Lady Wisdom’s academy. Our journey will compare the
lives and work of two wise Biblical men and end with a stepby-step correlation between women and wisdom.

Sermons on Proverbs
This collection of leading scholars presents reflections on
both wisdom as a general concept throughout history and
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cultures, as well as the contested nature of the category of
Wisdom Literature. The first half of the collection explores
wisdom more generally with essays on its relationship to skill,
epistemology, virtue, theology, and order. Wisdom is
examined in a number of different contexts, such as
historically in the Hebrew Bible and its related cultures, in
Egypt and Mesopotamia, as well as in Patristic and Rabbinic
interpretation. Additionally, wisdom is examined in its
continuing relevance in Islamic, Jewish, and Christian
thought, as well as from feminist, environmental, and other
contextual perspectives. The second half of the volume
considers "Wisdom Literature" as a category. Scholars
address its relation to the Solomonic Collection, its social
setting, literary genres, chronological development, and
theology. Wisdom Literature's relation to other biblical
literature (law, history, prophecy, apocalyptic, and the broad
question of "Wisdom influence") is then discussed before
separate chapters on the texts commonly associated with the
category. Contributors take a variety of approaches to the
current debates surrounding the viability and value of Wisdom
Literature as a category and its proper relationship to the
concept of wisdom in the Hebrew Bible. Though the
organization of the volume highlights the independence of
wisdom as concept from "Wisdom Literature" as a category,
seeking to counter the lack of attention given to this question
in the traditional approach, the inclusion of both topics
together in the same volume reflects their continued
interconnection. As such, this handbook both represents the
current state of Wisdom scholarship and sets the stage for
future developments.

The Wisdom-literature of the Old Testament
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Ijamama Speaks is a hilarious satire. Ijamama is a woman
from the urban Hood who is accidentally discovered by a
feminist magazine, Hot Heifer, after she stood up to a sexist
law that allowed men to be topless in public but not women. A
published interview of Ijamama in Hot Heifer magazine leads
to her cohosting a feminist, late-night TV show, and
eventually getting her own late-night TV show, The Ijamama
Tell-It-Like-It-Is Midnight Show, targeted to urban blacks,
college students, and working-class women. Although very
funny, Ijamama Speaks presents meaningful lessons about
rightful living and quality living through dialogues of host
Ijamama with her diverse TV guests. Some of her guests
include Celibate Dude, Lead Belly, Benevolent Angel, SmartAss White Boy, Dr. Fartenstein, PumpDaddy, Spiritual
Teacher, Bootylicious Queens, Preacher-Teacher, Little Red
Rapper from da Hood, and HoneyBaby.

Gaia Speaks
Garden of Truth
Verse-by-Verse Commentary on the Book of Proverbs

Wisdom Beyond Words
Comprehensive interfaith coverage of the important female
figures This friendly, approachable guide introduces readers
to the famous and infamous women of Scripture, describing in
everyday language the contributions these women made in
their time and ours. From Eve, Sarah, and Esther to Mary and
Mary Magdalene, it discusses well-known women of both the
Old and New Testaments, examining their role in Biblical
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narratives, their place in the Jewish and Christian faiths, and
the lessons their stories impart to women today.

Women in the Bible For Dummies
Canadian botanist, biochemist and visionary Diana BeresfordKroeger's startling insights into the hidden life of trees have
already sparked a quiet revolution in how we understand our
relationship to forests. Now, in a captivating account of how
her life led her to these illuminating and crucial ideas, she
shows us how forests can not only heal us but save the
planet. When Diana Beresford-Kroeger--whose father was a
member of the Anglo-Irish aristocracy and whose mother was
an O'Donoghue, one of the stronghold families who carried
on the ancient Celtic traditions--was orphaned as a child, she
could have been sent to the Magdalene Laundries. Instead,
the O'Donoghue elders, most of them scholars and freehold
farmers in the Lisheens valley in County Cork, took her under
their wing. Diana became the last ward under the Brehon
Law. Over the course of three summers, she was taught the
ways of the Celtic triad of mind, body and soul. This included
the philosophy of healing, the laws of the trees, Brehon
wisdom and the Ogham alphabet, all of it rooted in a vision of
nature that saw trees and forests as fundamental to human
survival and spirituality. Already a precociously gifted scholar,
Diana found that her grounding in the ancient ways led her to
fresh scientific concepts. Out of that huge and holistic vision
have come the observations that put her at the forefront of
her field: the discovery of mother trees at the heart of a forest;
the fact that trees are a living library, have a chemical
language and communicate in a quantum world; the major
idea that trees heal living creatures through the aerosols they
release and that they carry a great wealth of natural
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antibiotics and other healing substances; and, perhaps most
significantly, that planting trees can actively regulate the
atmosphere and the oceans, and even stabilize our climate.
This book is not only the story of a remarkable scientist and
her ideas, it harvests all of her powerful knowledge about why
trees matter, and why trees are a viable, achievable solution
to climate change. Diana eloquently shows us that if we can
understand the intricate ways in which the health and welfare
of every living creature is connected to the global forest, and
strengthen those connections, we will still have time to mend
the self-destructive ways that are leading to drastic fires,
droughts and floods.

A Woman's Wisdom
She Speaks helps African-American women find relevance,
purpose, and identity in the Word of God. Each chapter offers
a complete list of references to help the reader locate the
stories of these inspirational women in the Bible with ease.

Wisdom as a Woman of Substance
Encyclopedia of Wit and Wisdom
If you could spend a few minutes with biblical heroines Ruth,
Sarah, Mary, and others, what valuable lessons would they
share with you? In the tradition of Running with the Giants
and Learning from the Giants, John Maxwell shares wisdom
on life and leadership inspired by the Bible-this time focusing
solely on the stories of nine incredible women. Learn how
God blesses the promises you keep to Him, why you should
follow your heart to find your hope, and how not to miss your
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moment with God. Read on your own or study with a group
using the provided faith-building questions. You'll enjoy the
journey with Maxwell as he imagines what it would be like to
visit heaven and meet giants of the faith who had their lives
transformed by God. You'll gain insights from: Ruthfor when
you must make a decision but don't know what to do.
Sarahfor when you can't understand God and impatience
threatens to overwhelm you. Maryfor when God asks you to
do something outside of your comfort zone. The women who
influenced Maxwell inspired this book, and he includes the
perspectives of those closest to him in this volume. They and
the giants of the faith who continue to inspire them will
encourage you to fulfil your destiny and leave a lasting,
positive impression on your family and the world.

God's Wisdom for Sisters in Faith
Pray Together, Stay Together! Marriage is full of changing
seasons--some bright with promise, others more challenging.
Strong marriages require daily maintenance--and a strong,
mutual commitment to the God who enables us to love and
persevere. Designed to help you pray and consider God's
Word together, each devotion offers practical, biblically
grounded advice that will encourage you to deepen your
relationship with God and draw closer to each other. "It is our
hope that God will use these daily devotions to help you
enhance the spiritual, emotional, and personal development
of your marriage relationship. Then you, too, will be able to
look with confidence into the future and say, 'Our Love Is
Here to Stay!'" --Tony and Lois Evans

Seven Pillars of Wisdom (Annotated)
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Looking back to the diving accident at 17 that destined her for
a lifetime in a wheelchair, Tada recalls the bitterness and
despair she felt and how God healed her in unexpected ways.

Fields of Joy
The Royal diadem: or, The Glorious gospel
Church
Readings on the first Lessons for Sundays and
chief holydays, according to the new table
Seize this moment, you are about to enter a world of poetry,
explore and analyze words from an outlook that can only be
done through this book. This book will enlighten the hearts
and souls of any reader who views or listens to this poetry.
These words will send shockwaves through the mind that are
designed to uplift the reader. While reading poetry most
readers want to laugh, cry, be entertained, and to be left in
suspense. To receive all of this in one book was impossible
until now. This classic publication will accommodate every
scene of our daily lives; touching on the issues of
forgiveness, love, nurture vs. nature, praying, and parentchild relationships, not to mention a multitude of other
important topics discussed in today's society.

Wisdom from Women in the Bible
She Speaks is a collection of poetry from spirit filled women
who gathered together to raise their voices to speak out
against calamitous events that effect the human soul.
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Nevertheless, there is an undying strand of resilience here, a
nuance of hope that points to the human ability to move on, to
build a new life out of a shattered past. Each poem addresses
difficult issues concerning hardships and miraculous
moments in the lives of women. Some are spirited statements
that demonstrate courage even in brutal circumstances;
others rage at the perpetrators of warfare or simply mourn
their losses. Together, these works reveal a deep
consciousness of both the effects of violence,
disappointment, love, kindness, motherly love, and the
human ability to move forward. The women whose poems
appear in this collection stand for peace and the unrelenting
ability to continue to love. No matter whatthey continue to
love.

The Wesleyan Sunday-school magazine [afterw.]
The Wesleyan methodist Sunday school
magazine
God's Wisdom for Navigating Life
Wisdom Speaks
The Works of Francis J. Grimke,?
The Gospel Standard, Or, Feeble Christian's
Support
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MOTTO: Venture beyond your imagination for great
accomplishments is attained only by those who look beyond
their limitations. If God tells you to do it, that means it is
possible for there is no such thing as impossibility in the
vocabulary of God. Listen to the voice of God. What is He
instructing you to do? Follow His instructions precisely, and
He will make it happen. If God says its possible, who can tell
you it is impossible? No more excuses! Go for it! For it is
already done in Jesus name.

Proverbs
Advice books are no short-lived trend. They continue to top
bestseller lists even though much of the “wisdom” being
offered proves shallow in the long run. People are looking for
practical, proven advice for life and the book of Proverbs is
the wisest place to start. Unpacking the book of Proverbs,
Lydia Brownback shows how the Bible speaks to real life
issues such as money, purity, marriage, and the day-to-day
grind. Writing with a familiar yet knowledgeable tone,
Brownback draws in the busiest of readers and asks realistic
questions for personal reflection or group study. This wellconceived, twelve chapter book contains three parts: What Is
Wisdom and Why Does It Matter? Six Things Wise Women
Know A Portrait of Wisdom A Woman’s Wisdom gives
women—a way to be wise, to know the very Author of wisdom,
and to understand how to apply his relevant, riches.

Black Pearls
"A wise man will hear, and will increase learning; and a man
of understanding shall attain unto wise counsels: To
understand a proverb, and the interpretation; the words of the
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wise, and their dark sayings." - Proverbs 1:5-6
A Lifetime of Wisdom
Manu of us believe that Earth to be sentient or feeling, but we
are disconnected from her because we can't understand her
vibrations and impressions. Gaia, the sentience of Earth,
speaks to us through Pepper Lewis, teaching us how to be
attuned to the Earth and to learn from her.

The Wisdom of the Psyche
Seven Pillars of Wisdom is the autobiographical account of
the experiences of British soldier Thomas E. Lawrence
(1888-1935) ("Lawrence of Arabia"), while serving as a liaison
officer with rebel forces during the Arab Revolt against the
Ottoman Turks of 1916 to 1918. Charles Hill has called the
Seven Pillars "a novel traveling under the cover of
autobiography," capturing Lawrence's highly personal version
of the historical events described in the book. Lieutenant
Colonel Thomas Edward Lawrence, known professionally as
T. E. Lawrence, was a British Army officer renowned
especially for his liaison role during the Arab Revolt against
Ottoman Turkish rule of 1916–18. The extraordinary breadth
and variety of his activities and associations, and his ability to
describe them vividly in writing, earned him international fame
as Lawrence of Arabia, a title which was used for the 1962
film based on his World War I activities. " The book is very
well illustrated. "

Wit, Wisdom, and Foibles of the Great
Preach Truth to Your Heart God's Word leaves a legacy of joy
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as we live by it, build upon it, and let it transform our minds
and shape our hearts. From bestselling author and creator of
GraceLaced comes a book combining Scripture and
affirmations to inspire you to rejoice in all things. With 58
specially selected scriptures, each accompanied by handpainted artwork and a short, heartfelt truth to direct your
thoughts to find joy in your Savior. We were made for joy. And
yet, true and lasting happiness is sometimes harder to hold
on to than it seems. With one thought, one word, it can slip
out of our grasp. In a world of countless counterfeits, if you
struggle to cultivate and experience true joy, Ruth Chou
Simons offers these short meditations alongside her beautiful
hand-painted artwork to encourage you to preach truth to
your own heart. As you memorize Scripture and find
encouragement in Ruth’s words, you’ll be transformed as
you learn to “rejoice in the Lord always.” “These powerful
reminders of God’s faithfulness will drive you to further
dependence on His Word and a greater cultivation of lasting
joy.” –Ruth Chou Simons
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